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Tilak Mehta - 13 year old entrepreneur from Bombay
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& capability enhancement
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There is a serious need of transformation

The Shinx way of improving capability of

from a well-formed mind approach to

our mind is through improving child’s

which will enable our future of country to

cognitive ability, happiness quotient,

be ready for the upcoming socio-economic

positive thinking and consciousness. We

changes in global scenario.

focus on some areas that are believed to
enhance the mind capability like, Memory,
Concentration, Analytical skills, Happy
mind formation, Success breathing etc.

FOCUS
AREAS
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MEMORY
In our current academic system we
learn
to
read,
write
and
comprehend. During the process we
have been neglecting the 4th
dimension of our studies which is
memorizing. It gets extremely handy
to learn some of the powerful
memory tools for every student to be
ahead of the curve and Shinx is
known for its revolutionary memory
training.
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CONCENTRATION
Being the parents have you thought
of ways to improve your child’s
concentration? ShinxIndia has the
perfect solution for you. Our powerful
concentration
enhancement
modules help your child to get rid of
all kind of focus disorders which
substantially improves productivity.
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MINDFULNESS
Happiness and positivity makes a
huge difference to your child’s
wellbeing.
Using
our
selfempowering tools let your child start
every day with fresh and positive
feeling. Because we always believe
that happiness should never “out of
reach”.
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SUCCESS BREATHING
“All our dreams can come true if we
have the courage and right attitude
to pursue them”
Can you imagine this thought has
been inculcated inside us from our
formative years of growth? This is a
real breakthrough by Shinx which
make it possible to develop a success
mindset inside the child.

YOU EITHER
CONTROL YOUR
MIND OR IT
CONTROLS YOU
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